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Gallery rauminhalt_harald bichler shows selected works by Oswald
Oberhuber and Gisela Stiegler in a joint exhibition. This project is rooted in
the long-lasting friendship that connects both artists on a personal level. The
gallery provides the setting for a first physical encounter between their
works, combining two and three-dimensional objects. This encounter, just
like friendship itself, is not about direct comparison or mutual evaluation. This
joint exhibition aims rather at broadening our perception on two singular
artistic practices, in all their divergences and affinities.
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Oswald Oberhuber (*1931, Meran, Italy) is one of the most
influential living artists in Austria. His oeuvre includes
painting, collage, assemblage, sculpture and font. He
worked as a professor and later as rector at the University
of Applied Arts for several years. He lives and works in
Vienna.

Oswald Oberhuber, 2015.

Select exhibitions:
2016 “Eine Werkschau”, 21er Haus, Vienna.
2010 “Raum und Linie” Rathausgalerie, Balingen, Germany.
2009 “Die Leidenschaften des Prinzen Eugen”, Belvedere, 
Vienna.
2006 “Der ewige Prozess der Geburt”, Secession, Vienna.
2006 “Permanenz und Veränderung » Tiroler
Landesmuseum, Innsbruck.
2003 « Mutazione – Permanente Veränderung » Kunst
Meran, Italy.
2000 “Ein Fest für alle” Greith-Haus, St-Ulrich im Greith.
1999 “Geschriebene Bilder” Museum of Applied Arts, Vienna.



Gisela Stiegler has a reflexive and bold approach to art and
this is most probably what led her to navigate between
disciplines throughout her career. She first worked as a
photographer until she realised that the sophisticated
backgrounds she created for her still lives acquired an
uncanny presence and were put at the forefront of her
practice. This was in 2006. Since then, the initial carved
surfaces became evermore voluminous and ultimately left the
wall they were stemming from. As Stiegler puts it, she slowly
“ventured more and more into the room”. She now pursues
her work on lighting and texture as a sculptor. Her material of
predilection, polystyrene, allows her to sculpt at a fast tempo
without compromising on precision. Deceptively massive,
lively and minimalist, the sculptures of Stiegler sometimes
simulate a function and thus flirt with design. She lives and
works in Vienna, in what she calls her “Grauzone” – the gray
area where she can create without conforming to design,
sculpture or photography’s rules of conduct.

Select exhibitions:
2017 Galerie Rauminhalt, Vienna
2016 “Hipphalle”, Marion Friedman Gallery, London
2016 “Blind Date” Galerie Armann/Ruberl, Vienna
2015 “Delicacy revisited” Marion Friedman Gallery, London
2015 “Grauzone”, Art Athina, Athens
2014 “Multiple Times”, Campoi Gallery, Munich.
2013 “Prawnek & Wolf”, Bruneck, Italy
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Harald Bichler founded gallery rauminhalt in 2003
in Vienna. Unique in Austria, the gallery exhibits
works that challenge the conventional distinction
between design and art. Where disciplines cross,
possibilities arise. The gallery supports creators
whose practices instigate a refreshing shift of
perspective on our relationship to objects. The
gallery offers expertise in collectible design,
contemporary sculpture, prototypes and selected
vintage furniture. Under the label
“edition_rauminhalt”, designers produce exclusive
pieces displaying outstanding workmanship.
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